The set of finite group actions (up to equivalence) which operate on a prism manifold M, preserve a Heegaard Klein bottle and have a fixed orbifold quotient type, form a partially ordered set. We describe the partial ordering of these actions by relating them to certain sets of ordered pairs of integers. There are seven possible orbifold quotient types, and for any fixed quotient type we show that the partially ordered set is isomorphic to a union of distributive lattices of a certain type. We give necessary and sufficent conditions, for these partially ordered sets to be isomorphic and to be a union of Boolean algebras.
Introduction
This paper examines the partially ordered sets consisting of equivalence classes of finite group actions acting on prism manifolds and having a fixed orbifold quotient type. For a fixed quotient type, we show that the partially ordered set is a union of distributive lattices of a certain type. These lattices have the structure of factorization lattices. The results in this paper relate to those in [1] , where those authors study a family of orientation reversing actions on lens spaces which is partially ordered in terms of a subset of the lattice of Gaussian integers ordered by divisibility (see also [2] ). Finite group actions on prism manifolds were also studied in [3] .
Let M be a prism manifold and let G be a finite group. A G-action on M is a monomorphism We describe in Section 2, the G-actions (up to equivalence) which can act on a prism manifold and the seven possible quotient orbifolds   is an orbifold whose underlying space is a prism manifold with a simple closed curve as an exceptional set of type . By [4] these actions are completely determined by their restriction to a Heegaard Klein bottle K. We begin by describing G-actions on K and note that these actions extend to all of :
. The orbifold quotient for these actions is denoted by
, where 1 W is a twisted I-bundle over the Klein bottle and
we denote by  , and a regular covering 
 , and therefore m must be odd. Since 2 1 d d , the only possibilities are
which we denote by  , and a regular covering
Theorem 12. For each pair of positive integers  and  , the poset
. There exists either a standard
 are equivalent, there exists a homeomorphism
We may assume that b and d are both positive. By [4] , η is equivalent to one of the standard actions 1 
By Proposition 10 there is a standard
  or 2, and a regular covering
Since these are standard actions and We say an element   
 is odd and 2  is even with 0 0
We will first assume that 1  and 2  are both odd. Suppose 
i i
By reordering we may assume
, and this equals the number of elements in
We now suppose that   , ,
It is not hard to check that f is an isomorphism. The proof in cases (2) - (4) is similar. We now assume that 1  is odd and 2  is even with n 0 = 0. Since the argument is similar to the previous case, we will sketch the proof. The elements directly below
. By relabeling we may assume that
, and for
Using these two equations we obtain 
, and or 2 .
is a partially ordered set under 
Proof. We first assume that  is odd. Note that for We now assume that  is even and we write    and thus f is order preserving. The proof that f is one-to-one and onto is similar to that in Theorem 12.
We will now consider the structure of the partially or- We now show that f is an order preserving bijection. Note that there do not exist integers n, n , b, and b, 
Primitive Actions on Prism Manifolds
We say that  is primitive if G does not contain a non- 
Since  is primitive,
is not a manifold, and since   
